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Let your Chorale friends know what you’re 
up to during the pandemic.  Send photos 

and info to: johndrotleff@gmail.com

“In these days of political, personal and 
economic disintegration, music is not a luxury, 
it’s a necessity; not simply because it is 
therapeutic, not because it it is the universal 
language, but because it is the persistent focus 
of our intelligence, aspiration and goodwill.” 
- Robert Shaw

You might enjoy this virus version of 
“The Longest Time.”
https://enchantmentathamilton.org/20200601ForTheLongestTime.mp4

Thanks Jim Browning (B2)

The pandemic afforded extra hours in my day for spring garden 
preparations, including vegetables, flowers, small fruits and 
several new fruit trees.  The prep is normally an annual event 
compressed into roughly six weeks.  This year was more 
pleasurable.  I also devoted more time to a woodland garden, a 
backyard area coated with English ivy 20 years ago, a work in 
progress since.  I watched as it seemed to come into its own this 
year, on the way to being an environment to experience.  Two 
puffball fungi even made their appearance.

August and the autumn months brought assorted house 
maintenance and repair.  Very time consuming,  but learning 
new hands on tasks and skills does satisfy, even if at moments 
frustrates. 

A day doesn’t pass when I don’t miss participating in either of 
two choirs, and especially, working with a much loved voice 
teacher, who decided to retire at the onset of Covid-19.

I made the painting (to the right)  some years ago, inspired by 
my backyard “sanctuary.” - Loraine Reibel October 2020

Chorus 
America’s study 

found that an estimated 
42.6 million Americans 

regularly sing in choruses today.  
More than 1 in 5 households have 

at least one singing family 
member, making choral singing 

the most popular form of 
participation in the 

performing arts for both 
adults and children

great news
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